
Facing Your Grail Wound
with Charles Ridley

 June 6-9 2019
Hotel Villa Cesi – Impr�neta, Florence

The Core Erotic Wound, or Grail Wound, is possibly the most painful event of our life. It is the first time that 
we were abruptly separated from our Eros at an early age. The onset of the Core Erotic Wound not only 
fragments our consciousness, it also creates our personality structure that defends against Wholeness. 
One of the effects of the Core Erotic Wound is it distributes patterns of armor in the body that create our 
personality structure which expresses specific behaviors to avoid the free flow of Eros in the body. 

This advanced class with Charles Ridley explores the descent of consciousness (Shiva) into your cells to 
unite body with Love (Shakti). For this depth of embodiment to occur, you have to thoroughly navigate 
the hidden aspects of shadow that prevent the embodiment of Pure Consciousness that will naturally 
unite with Universal Love in the body.

This class is specifically for those who sincerely feel a longing to realize the Completion Stage, which involves 
thoroughly navigating deepest aspects of shadow. If you possess the willing�ess, hear� courage, and desire to f�lly 

identif� with, be present to, and unite with all aspects of your most hidden shadow you will thrive in this class!

Charles Ridley is a professional and teacher of craniosacral biodynamics. He founded two schools for the 
evolution of consciousness: Dynamic Stillness (htt�://www.dy�amicstillness.com) and Sacred Body Rites 
(htt�://www.sacredbody�ites.org). He is the author of Stillness, Biodynamic Cranial Practice and the Evolution 
of Consciousness. Charles’ inner stillness practices can help any practitioner navigate the ego’s strategies 
of recoil.

Requirement to register: you have taken previous Charles’ Post Graduate Classes in Florence, Basel, 
Copenhagen, Prague, or, you are a graduate of or enrolled in the Biodynamic Cranial Touch Mentor 
Course. 

Recommended Reading: Stillness, Biodynamic Cranial Practice and the Evolution of Consciousness.

Cer�ified hours: 32 
Cont�ibution for the realization of the course: 480 euro+iva 22%, 

430 euro+iva 22% (Early Bird) if pay�ent of the deposit is received by March 15 2019 
For Na.Me members the cont�ibution is iva-free

It is possible to book from November 15 2018
For f�r�her infor�ation and regist�ation

www.cent�oname.it
Beat�ice +39 3397007936 ; beat�ice.arico@g�ail.com 


